Fall Quilt Camp at Cedar Lakes
October 14 – 19, 2018
Peg Bingham & Linda Miller, Camp Directors
Email: linda@thatssewspecial.com
Website: www.quiltcampcedarlakes.com

1589 Limonis St.
Uniontown, OH 44685
330-620-9825

Welcome to Quilt Camp at Cedar Lakes Fall 2018. This list includes
information about the workshops that will be offered. Please feel free to share
it with your friends!
Workshop sessions:
 100 series – two-day workshops – Session 1; Mon. 10/15 & Tues. 10/16
 200 series – two-day workshops – Session 2; Wed. 10/17 & Thurs. 10/18
 400 series – four-day workshops; Mon. 10/15 through Thurs. 10/18

Along with the Workshop Number and Title, each description includes:
 Instructor name
 Skill level of the workshop:

o All levels – everyone will enjoy this workshop from the beginner with very little prior
knowledge of quiltmaking techniques to the very experienced quiltmakers
o Confident Beginner – some experience in rotary cutting and knowledge of ¼” seam
allowance.
o Intermediate – prior knowledge and experience in piecing and appliqué who is now
reaching for new challenges.

 Approach - Hand or Machine or Both!
 Processes included such as piecing, appliqué, quilting, embroidery, and general
construction
 Project description to intrigue and excite you!
 Any additional pattern, tool, or kit fees are noted. Please see Supply List for
more detail.

More information about each workshop including photos and supply
lists is available at the Quilt Camp at Cedar Lakes website. You will
also find the registration and housing forms along with teacher
biographies at:
www.quiltcampcedarlakes.com
If you have any questions, please feel free to contact Linda!
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MON. & TUES. - Session 1 Two-Day Workshops 100 series
101

Make it Wonky

Confident Beginner

Ruthann Benge

MACHINE; Piecing

Is there a large print fabric in your stash you don’t want to cut
up? What about a panel of printed squares you don’t know
what to do with? Are you collecting “I spy” fabrics for a
toddler quilt? Maybe some left over blocks from another
project? Embroidered or appliqués blocks? Make It
WONKY! Just add borders to the squares and trim with
Ruthann’s method for perfect wonky blocks.
No special tools needed. Pattern fee $5.

102

Mandala

Intermediate

Jean Berk

MACHINE; Piecing

Mandala is a new Pattern, created by The Running with
Scissors Quilter’s. This quilt design is unique; a mandala in
its simplest form is a square composition containing four
circles around a center point. This is created using Deb
Tucker’s V-block ruler and Tucker Trimmer 1. The size of this
quilt is 62”x62” and uses three fabrics to create,
(Background, Focus, and an Accent). Join Jean in creating
half square triangles and V block units, combined in
harmony, to create your very own Mandala.
Requires V-Block ruler $22, Mandala Pattern $12.

103

Triangle Hexies Quilt
Tresha Cottrill

Intermediate
MACHINE; Piecing

This beautiful hexagon quilt is pieced with no “Y” seams. The
hexagons are pieced from triangles and assembled into rows
for easy construction. It is fat quarter friendly or would be a
great way to use up some of your scraps. The pattern offers
three sizes; baby, throw, and twin but could easily be made
larger.
Requires 8“or larger 60º triangle ruler. Pattern fee $10.
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104

Ring of Posies

Intermediate

Lorraine Covington

MACHINE; Piecing

Pick a handful of tulips for this fun, attractive pattern. Block
size is 12” square, with a finished quilt at 70” square, or
make your own size. Pattern uses 1 layer cake or cut your
own 10” squares. Accurate piecing makes the construction a
breeze – with a successful top as a result.
Pattern fee $10.

105

Over and Down Under
Rita Fishel

All Levels
MACHINE; Piecing

This is a fun little pattern for an intriguing wall quilt, lap quilt,
or large table topper. Make it in brights or earthy colors….it’s
all beautiful! This is a pattern that looks a bit daunting but is
easy enough for a beginner!
Pattern fee $9.
Complete kit (excluding batting and backing) is $70.

106

Striated Star

Intermediate

Ruth Grihalva

MACHINE; Piecing & Appliqué

At first glance this striking star quilt with its striped tips looks
difficult to piece, especially those tiny stripes, but during this
class we will see how a strip piecing method makes it easy.
Once the large diamonds that make up the star have been
pieced, the rest of this quilt comes together fast as the star’s
diamonds are quite large. We will also learn a new trick for
dealing with aligning the center star’s 16 seams. The use of
3 colors each with a light and dark fabric (1 for the Main Star,
and 2 for the stripes) gives the quilt a three dimensional look.
Pattern fee $27.
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107

Your Time 1 - Mon/Tues
Fran Kordek

All Levels
HAND or MACHINE; Your choice!

Studio time: two-day session – Monday and Tuesday. Here
is an opportunity to get away, be with other quilters, and have
a chance to work on their own project. Take this opportunity
to finish one of your own projects rather than start a new one
- all under the watchful eye of an experienced instructor.
Supplies: your project(s) and any hand, machine, patterns
and other required tools. No additional pattern fee.

108

Handwork Heaven; Hawaiian Appliqué

All Levels

Kelly Kout

HAND; Appliqué

Handwork Heaven provides a forum for you to relax and
enjoy your time at Cedar Lakes while you work on your own
Handwork project or join in on the fun of the featured
Hawaiian appliqué project. The two-color scheme is very
dramatic and, once seen, a Hawaiian quilt is never forgotten.
This wall hanging size breadfruit design makes creating your
own tropical treasure a very doable project, ensuring good
luck in all your other quilting endeavors. Learn the traditional
Hawaiian way to prepare your fabric and the needle-turn
method of appliqué. Learn about the folklore of this
traditional appliqué and listen to authentic island music. Kelly
also provides one-on-one support and suggestions to those
who choose to work on individual projects.
Pattern fee: $13.

109

Machine Quilting 101

Debby Lee

All Levels
MACHINE; Quilting

Does your machine quilting only involve stitch in the ditch and
a little stippling? Need some new ideas? Come with Debby
to explode your machine quilting! We will have a discussion
on battings -- threads – needles. We will begin free-motion
work. You will quilt beads, floor mat, ocean waves, chocolate
curls, Venus traps. swirls, kites, shrubs, bushes, pebbles,
water, stepping stones, ribbon candy, tendrils, caviar, leaves,
marbles, butterflies, stars, hearts, corkscrews, holly, berries,
puzzles, bricks, eyeballs, cornflower, prairie grass. We will
quilt a small quilt.
Book cost $25 (purchased in class).
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Blue Heron

Confident Beginner

Joyce McComas

MACHINE; Piecing and Appliqué

The mighty Blue Heron is a show stopper. You will enjoy
making him with a series of glue-layering units, assembled
step-by-step to form this large bird. He stands 27” tall. No raw
edges, all ¼” seams glued under, then top stitched down as a
whole bird. Using a very soft one sided fusible interfacing as
use base. So gather up your grey’s, black’s, navy’s, whites
and remember to include an assortment of swirls, textures,
dots, values to make him proud! The more choices of fabrics
the better.
Kit Fee $25, includes pattern, specific interfacing, feather
trim, and more.

111

Elephant Abstractions

All Levels

Laura Nolletti

MACHINE; Paper-Piecing

Make this fantastic elephant quilt using a clearly marked
paper piecing pattern. The large pieces and coded papers
allow this project to come together quickly and easily. You
will need the pattern “Elephant Abstraction” by Violet Craft
($24). An “Add-A-Quarter” ruler is a must ($5-$9). The
twelve inch size will work best.

112

Fractured Star

Intermediate

Regina Parsons

MACHINE; Paper- piecing

The Fractured Star was designed as a beginner pattern to
introduce quilters to paper piecing. The project is fast, uses
only one foundation block, employs simple cutting
techniques, and is an affordable and fun way to jump into
your first Judy Niemeyer paper piecing project. It is meant to
make those new to the process find confidence,
understanding, and success. This two-day workshop will
consist of learning foundation paper piecing using Judy
Niemeyer techniques and pattern. Pattern ($44) and kits may
be purchased at Batiks Etc., quiltworx.com or your local quilt
shop. Batiks Etc. will make a kit in any colorway desired.
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113

Playing with Triangles
Kris Pelletier

Confident Beginner
MACHINE; Piecing

Creative is not a 4-letter word! Quench your inner desire to
get creative without feeling overwhelmed. Here’s your
opportunity to get comfortable wielding a 60º triangle ruler.
Be scrappy or plan your fabrics. Bring jelly roll packs, ¼-yard
cuts, or any full width (40-42”) scraps. We will use a variety of
light to dark, different scale prints, tone-on-tones, and filler
fabrics to help those special prints stand out. Construction
starts with simple strip piecing. Once our triangles are cut,
it’s time to “get creative” and sew those triangles into the
most extraordinary designs. Final piecing is simple – no Yseams. Directions will outline options for at least 3 different
patterns and several sizes.
Pattern fee: $8. Class requires 60º triangle ruler.

114

Glimmer

All Levels

Cheryl Travis

MACHINE; Piecing

Glimmer is a class where all levels will enjoy making this
wonderful medallion quilt. The pattern has directions for five
different sizes from a mug rug up to lap quilt. Glimmer is a
great way to use large print fabrics. Cheryl had lots of fun
using her favorite Kaffe Fasset fabrics to put together the lap
size quilt. Pattern uses the Super Sidekick ruler. Class
requires Super Sidekick ruler ($14) and Glimmer pattern
($12) both by Jaybird Quilts.
.

Workshop photos, complete supply lists, and pre-workshop
instructions are available on our website:
www.quiltcampcedarlakes.com
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201

Up Cycling Shirts
Ruthann Benge

Confident Beginner
MACHINE; Piecing

Do you love to browse through thrift stores? This is the class
for you! All you need are 2 light and 4-5 dark men’s quality
cotton shirts. Cotton PJ’s are also great for sashing or
border strips. Maybe you would like to make a memory quilt
to honor someone. You will learn how to cut up the shirts to
get the most fabric from each and sew them together to make
a lap quilt. No special tools needed.
Pattern fee: $5.

202

Fanfare
Jean Berk

Confident Beginner
MACHINE; Piecing

This adorable Quilt is a fan favorite. It can be made with a
collection of bright fabrics, soft pastels, or any of your favorite
collections. This quilt can be made with SCRAPS, it is a great
Scrap buster! You’ll be amazed how simple it is to construct
these blocks. Using the Split Rects ruler ($22) by Deb
Tucker (studio 180 design) ensures that you will have a
perfectly pieced block every time. This design is great for a
beginner, yet interesting enough for advanced quilters.
Pattern fee $12.

203

Scrappy Trails
Tresha Cottrill

Confident Beginner
MACHINE; Piecing

This beautiful quilt is a fun way to use up all of those scraps.
Just separate the lights from the darks and start piecing. The
blocks are string pieced without a foundation so there is no
paper to remove when you're finished.
Pattern fee $10.
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Twinkling Stars
Lorraine Covington

Intermediate
MACHINE; Piecing

Two different types of stars are machine pieced and
combined with a scrappy background for this popular quilt
which finishes to 65” x 84”. One star has uneven arms, the
other is created using the Tri-Recs rulers. Learn to make
perfect points using both methods of construction. Dig out
your scraps, or buy a new color palette – it will look wonderful
either way.
Requires Set of Tri-Recs Rulers – available at JoAnn’s for
$15. Pattern fee: $10.

205

Let’s Solve a Mystery

All Levels

Rita Fishel

MACHINE; Piecing

Spend 2 fun days with your favorite sleuths solving the clues
to complete a beautiful quilt top! Kits are completely pre-cut
to your fabric requests. We cut the kits for a generous lap
size (60”x72”) but are happy to cut any size you request and
adjust your kit price accordingly.
Kit fee for lap quilt: $85.

206

Quilt of Many Colors

Confident Beginner

Ruth Grihalva

MACHINE; Piecing

Do you want to learn about improving the accuracy of your
pieced blocks? Do you want to waste less fabric? Tired of
chopping your points off or seams that don’t line up? Ruth,
the inventor of the Perfect Corner Ruler™, will help you solve
all of those problems and more. All 12 blocks have the same
surround. And the best part is once you’ve created just one
block using the ruler, you will see how it can be applied to
thousands of other patterns. The diagonal piano key border
is an impressive but optional feature. Beginners have
success with the border as the pattern devised a method to
insure that it “fits” without adjustments.
Pattern fee $23, includes Perfect Corner Ruler™.
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207

Your Time 2 - Wed/Thurs
Fran Kordek

All Levels
HAND or MACHINE; Your choice!

Studio time: two-day session – Wednesday and Thursday.
Here is an opportunity to get away, be with other quilters,
and have a chance to work on their own project. Take this
opportunity to finish one of your own projects rather than
start a new one - all under the watchful eye of an
experienced instructor. Supplies: your project(s) and any
hand, machine, patterns and other required tools. No
additional pattern fee.

208

Winter Friends

All Levels

Kelly Kout

HAND; Appliqué

This is the perfect project if you’ve been wanting to learn
hand appliqué or just love this Lori Smith pattern. Let these
happy cardinals welcome the holidays at your house and
brighten up the rest of the winter! Kelly’s many tips and
tricks for hand appliqué make this a project that can easily
be finished in time for Christmas. Learn the needle turn
method of appliqué, how to make your stitches invisible,
stuffed berries, sharp points and smooth curves.
Pattern fee: $11.

209

Layered Illusion

Debby Lee

All Levels
MACHINE; Piecing

You will need only 4 fabrics for this pretty quilt! The
beginner will have fun because the pieces are large and
easy to put together. The advanced quilter will have fun
making this gorgeous quilt that looks like you worked harder
than you really did! The pieces are large and go together
very, very quicklyl Deceivingly easy. Big pieces. Fun to
do.
Most students will have the top finished by the end of the 2
Day class!
Pattern fee $5.
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Seahorse

Confident Beginner

Joyce McComas

MACHINE; Piecing and Appliqué

Come and have fun learning to build your Seahorse. The
techniques used are both fusible and machine top stitching
your units. No raw edge appliqué but rather gluing under
the ¼" seams and layering the pieces. The Seahorse is
about 12"x27" tall. You can use him as a center focal point
for a large quilt or wall hanging alone. To add more interest,
you might want to include some coral or fish. You will build
your piece as a whole, before top-stitching down.
Pattern fee $15, includes full size pattern.

211

Patch Pals
Laura Nolletti

All Levels
MACHINE; Paper-Piecing

You have your choice of twelve animals and twelve borders
to make a unique child’s quilt. This fun and easy project is
great for beginners and experienced quilters. Book
Required: “Patch Pals” by Leisure Arts, $18. Optional Kit
available including fabric and book, $55.
.

212

Anything Judy Niemeyer

Confident Beginner

Regina Parsons

MACHINE; Paper- piecing

Judy Niemeyer’s spectacular paper pieced quilts are
heirlooms that deserve to be finished! Have you begun to
make one, but got distracted and never had the opportunity
to complete it? Here’s your chance! You can bring any
“Judy” quilt to this two-day class and receive assistance
from Regina, an experienced Instructor… or you can pair
this class with the one held immediately before this class
and continue to work on your Fractured Star. Prior to the
workshop, students must contact Regina to let her know the
name of the quilt they plan to complete so she will be fully
prepared to help you through to the end!
No additional pattern fee; workshop requires a partially
completed JN project.
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213

All Levels

Baby Blizzard
Kris Pelletier

MACHINE; Piecing

There’s a “blizzard” of different fabrics in this 42”x48”
oversized baby quilt. Join us for two days of relaxing,
simple machine piecing. This quilt is whimsical, charming,
and scrappy. Grab 1-2 fat quarter bundles or get into your
stash and use up lots of fabric scraps. Are you a real
beginner? This pattern will help you master half-square
triangles and flying geese – two techniques that are used in
many quilt patterns. You’ll get to practice your quarter inch
seams and work on perfecting your ironing techniques.
Work at your own pace and enjoy!
Pattern fee $8. Class Requires 3”x 6” Flying Geese Ruler
($10-$12) (we can share)

214

Night Sky

Confident Beginner

Cheryl Travis

MACHINE; Piecing

This quilt by Jaybird Quilts is created using the Sidekick
ruler ($14). Four shades of each color fabric are used to
make each block. No Y seams in this beautiful quilt!
Cheryl will show you how to use the Sidekick ruler and how
to construct this stunning quilt. Four fat quarters will make
up to six blocks. Cheryl’s sample is the lap size.
No Additional Class Fee.

Workshop photos, complete supply lists, and pre-workshop
instructions are available on our website:
www.quiltcampcedarlakes.com
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MON. - THURS. - Four-Day Workshops 400 series
401 Welcome to My Studio/Liberty Star & Military Quilts
Cindy Casciato

All Levels
MACHINE; Piecing

My Studio allows the student the freedom to choose working
on their own projects or to participate in the studio projects.
The studio class instruction will focus on a new strip piecing
technique to make Half-Square Pinwheels, no-waste flying
geese and a way to make Eight Pointed stars from squares
and rectangles. We will be using the new “Modern Triangle
Rectangle Tool” to make most of the units in the studio
project quilts. In addition to the Liberty Star project Cindy will
be teaching her new pattern to make a military quilt that
would represent the Army, Navy, Coast Guard, Air Force,
Marines, or National Guard with a special medallion of your
choosing. So many of us have a family member or know
someone they would like to honor with a special quilt. The
cost of the tool is $15; pattern is $10; Military Medallion $7.

402

Finding the Right Direction

Confident Beginner

Jeri Fickes

MACHINE; Piecing & Paper-piecing

Let’s find our right direction making this fun 46” square
bargello, with paper-pieced mariner’s compass, wall hanging
by Kathleen Andrews of KwiltArt! Skills and methods taught in
this class will cover piecing the bargello, paper-piecing and
appliqué. During this four-day workshop we will focus on
cutting strips and piecing the bargello corners, learning to
paper piece and make the small and large mariner’s compass
blocks. The mariner’s compass blocks and fabric bias tube
are added using a machine appliqué technique. These
mariner’s compasses, while looking very complex, only have
three pieces per section (eight sections per compass). This is
a great place to start to paper piecing.
Pattern fee: $22.

403

Easy Arch with Variations

Confident Beginner

Tone Haugen-Cogburn

MACHINE; Piecing

Rotary cutting and curves is the focus for this fast-paced
workshop. Cutting multiple layers of fabrics and sewing on
many blocks at a time following very simple directions, will
give you several finished blocks in a short time. These blocks
can be arranged in various settings. This is your chance to
use some of your favorite colors. You can use the basic
blocks to create your own design by cutting into them and
making new original blocks and settings. Tone will show
several options and you will be encouraged to come up with
your own designs too. Come and play with colors and fabrics
and make your own personal quilt. Being comfortable with a
rotary cutter is very helpful.
Pattern fee $3.
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404

Scrappy Shadow of the Bear

Confident Beginner

Noella Kalal

MACHINE; Piecing

The return of a Quilt Camp favorite! This is a stunning quilt!
The scrappy look may help you use up some of your stash;
we all know we have them. There are only four different
blocks in the quilt, two different log cabins, a bear paw block
and the shadow of a bear paw block. The two log cabin
blocks will give it curved look that very is appealing. It
measures approximately 85” x 104”. We will be working on
simple steps to make your piecing more accurate.
Pattern fee: $20.

405

Many Trips Down Memory Lane

All Levels

Mary Lou Wright

MACHINE; Piecing & Appliqué

Most of you have large fabric stashes and this is a great way
to enjoy each fabric again by remembering where they were
bought and how they were used! Choose your favorite color
to play nicely with all your scraps. It’s an exercise in fun for all
quilter levels. There will be demos on sewing strips into tubes
for slicing, and assembling blocks together to cuddle up
opposing seam. Machine appliqué will be shown in an
optional piano-key border plus embellishments with hexagon
flowers, yoyo’s, buttons, etc. You may also choose to make
the quilt with only blocks and border in sizes from baby to
queen size. Mary Lou says leave your worries behind! Just
take time to enjoy the moments!
Pattern fee $5.

Workshop photos, complete supply lists, and pre-workshop
instructions are available on our website:
www.quiltcampcedarlakes.com
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